3βHSD1

:   3β‐hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase type 1

ADT

:   androgen deprivation therapy

AF‐1

:   activation function‐1

AF‐2

:   activation function‐2

AR

:   androgen receptor

AR‐V

:   androgen receptor splice variant

CRPC

:   castration‐resistant prostate cancer

CTC

:   circulating tumor cell

CYP17A1

:   17α‐hydroxylase/17,20‐lyase

D4A

:   Δ^4^‐abiraterone

DBD

:   DNA‐binding domain

DHEA

:   dehydroepiandrosterone

DHT

:   dihydrotestosterone

FL‐AR

:   full‐length AR

GR

:   glucocorticoid receptor

HR

:   hinge region

IL‐6

:   interleukin‐6

LBD

:   ligand‐binding domain

LHRH

:   luteinizing hormone‐releasing hormone

mCRPC

:   metastatic castration‐resistant prostate cancer

mTOR

:   mechanistic target of rapamycin

N/C

:   N‐terminal/C‐terminal

NLS

:   nuclear localization signal

NTD

:   amino‐terminal domain

PET

:   positron emission tomography

PI3K

:   phosphatidylinositol 3‐kinase

PR

:   progesterone receptor

PSA

:   prostate‐specific antigen

SRD5A

:   steroid‐5α‐reductase

TAU

:   transcription activation unit

Introduction {#iju13137-sec-0001}
============

Prostate cancer represents the second most frequently diagnosed cancer in men worldwide, accounting for 15% of all male cancers.[1](#iju13137-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} In 2015, there were 220 800 estimated new cases of prostate cancer and 27 540 deaths by prostate cancer, making this disease the second leading cause of cancer‐related death for North American men.[2](#iju13137-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Despite that most new patients are diagnosed in early stage, still approximately 4% of patients will have metastatic cancer, and after local therapy approximately 20--30% of patients will relapse and require systemic therapies.[3](#iju13137-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} ADT causes a temporary reduction in prostate cancer tumor burden, but the malignancy will begin to grow again despite the lack of testicular androgens to form CRPC. A rising level of serum PSA after ADT indicates biochemical failure, the emergence of CRPC, and re‐initiation of the AR transcription program (Fig. [1](#iju13137-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Most patients succumb to mCRPC within 2--3 years of biochemical failure. Hence, the AR pathway plays a critical role for survival and growth of most CRPC, and constitutes an attractive therapeutic target because most advanced tumors that are resistant to current therapies still express functional AR.[4](#iju13137-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#iju13137-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#iju13137-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#iju13137-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} Although there have been improvements in the therapeutic landscape with new agents approved for CRPC, such as abiraterone,[8](#iju13137-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#iju13137-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} enzalutamide,[10](#iju13137-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#iju13137-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} sipuleucel‐T,[12](#iju13137-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} cabazitaxel[13](#iju13137-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} and Radium‐223,[14](#iju13137-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} new resistance mechanisms have been elucidated through these treatments in advanced disease. The present article reviews recent advances of AR‐related resistance mechanisms as well as the novel AR‐targeted therapeutic agents to overcome resistance linked to the expression of constitutively active truncated AR‐Vs in CRPC.

![Progression of prostate cancer to CRPC. Serum PSA levels correlate with disease burden. Localized disease can be cured by radiation therapy or radical prostatectomy. However, recurrent increasing PSA indicates regrowth of cancer. At the androgen‐dependent disease state, ADTs reduce androgen produced by the testes. Ultimately, the disease will progress into a castration‐resistant phenotype. Although there are several therapeutic agents available for CRPC, the cancer inevitably develops resistance to these therapeutic agents.](IJU-23-654-g001){#iju13137-fig-0001}

AR as a therapeutic target for CRPC {#iju13137-sec-0002}
===================================

AR is a transcription factor and validated drug target for all stages of prostate cancer. The FL‐AR protein consists of approximately 919 amino acids with regions of polymorphisms in the proline, glutamine and glycine tracts. AR is a member of the steroid receptor family based on structural similarities that include three functional domains and a hinge region. Androgens and anti‐androgens bind to the AR carboxy‐terminal LBD, which is a folded domain; the nuclear translocation sequence is in the hinge region; the DBD is also a folded structure that binds to DNA sequences called AREs in the enhancers and promoters of target genes, such as PSA; and the NTD is predominantly intrinsically disordered and contains AF‐1, which is necessary for the transcriptional activity of FL‐AR and AR‐Vs (Fig. [2](#iju13137-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).[15](#iju13137-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#iju13137-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#iju13137-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} The human *AR* gene is located on chromosome Xq11‐12, and spans approximately 90 kb of DNA containing eight canonical exons. Exon 1 encodes the NTD, exons 2 and 3 encode the DBD, exon 4 encodes the hinge region and exons 5--8 encode the LBD.[18](#iju13137-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} The crystal structures of AR DBD and LBD have been resolved, but no crystal structures of the FL‐AR or the NTD are available. There is little or no sequence homology between the AR NTD and the NTDs of other steroid or nuclear receptors.[19](#iju13137-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}

![Domain organization and structure of FL‐AR and AR‐Vs.[95](#iju13137-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"} The human *AR* gene is located at q11‐12 on the X chromosome. FL‐AR has approximately 919 amino acid residues that comprise four distinctive functional domains: NTD, DBD, HR and LBD. Exon 1 encodes the full NTD, exons 2 and 3 encode the DBD, exon 4 encodes HR, and exons 5--8 encode the LBD. The NTD contains an AF‐1 region, and two transcription activation units (TAU1 and TAU5). Tau1 core sequence motif is ~178~LKDIL~182~, whereas Tau5 core motif is ~435~WHTLF~439.~ Two motifs involved in protein--protein interactions and AR N/C interactions are located in the NTD: FXXLF and WHTLF motifs. A NLS sequence is found in the HR, with part of it extending into the DBD. The LBD contains an AF‐2 region, which androgen binds to induce interaction between AF‐2 with the FXXLF motif of the NTD, resulting in AR N/C interaction. One of the AR‐Vs, AR^v567es^, is alternatively spliced to skip exons 5--7 with a missense stop codon in exon 8. AR‐V7 contains exons 1--3, and leads to the addition of a novel cryptic exon 3. Translated protein products, AR^v567es^, contain an exon 4 protein coding region (HR), whereas AR‐V7 lacks HR, shown with the variant specific amino acids derived from the alternative splicing events. Some drug‐specific resistance point mutations in AR‐LBD are shown.[31](#iju13137-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#iju13137-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#iju13137-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#iju13137-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#iju13137-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}](IJU-23-654-g002){#iju13137-fig-0002}

Androgens, such as testosterone and dihydrotestosterone, bind to LBD of FL‐AR to initiate a cascade of events involving conformational changes and nuclear translocation, and binding of AR dimer to AREs on the DNA of target genes. AR LBD contains AF‐2, which recruits co‐activators and co‐repressors to modulate its transcriptional activity on target genes. The NTD constitutes approximately 60% of the 110 kDa FL‐AR protein and contains the transcriptional regulatory region, AF‐1 (amino acid 142--485). Two TAUs exist within the AF‐1 that are crucial for AR‐dependent transcriptional activity: TAU1 (amino acid 101--370) and its overlapping region TAU5 (amino acid 360--485).[20](#iju13137-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} TAU1\'s core sequence motif, ~178~LKDIL~182~, is suggested to be important for ligand‐dependent transactivation of the FL‐AR, whereas ~435~WHTLF~439~ in TAU5 is suggested to play a role in ligand‐independent transactivation of FL‐AR and possibly truncated AR‐Vs that lack LBD.[21](#iju13137-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} AR NTD also contains a FXXLF motif (~23~FQNLF~27~), which interacts with the ligand‐bound LBD to form an N/C interaction that is required for transcriptional activity of FL‐AR in response to ligand.[22](#iju13137-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#iju13137-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} Unlike the other steroid hormone receptors, AR transcriptional activity requires AF‐1 in the NTD with negligible activity being attributed to the AF‐2 region in the LBD. The AF‐1 region can form protein--protein interactions with AR co‐activators, and recruits the general transcriptional machinery. Thus, AR NTD is the engine of AR transcriptional activity.[15](#iju13137-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#iju13137-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}

Most CRPC is considered to still be driven by transcriptional active AR.[25](#iju13137-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the continued AR transcriptional activities despite castration levels of testosterone, as shown in Figure [3](#iju13137-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}. These mechanisms include: (i) amplification of the *AR* gene and increased AR protein expression, which result in hypersensitivity to low levels of androgens as the case in CRPC;[26](#iju13137-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#iju13137-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} (ii) AR gain‐of‐function mutations allowing activation by non‐androgenic steroidal ligands or even anti‐androgens;[28](#iju13137-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#iju13137-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#iju13137-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#iju13137-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#iju13137-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#iju13137-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} (iii) overexpression of AR coactivators;[34](#iju13137-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#iju13137-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#iju13137-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#iju13137-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#iju13137-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#iju13137-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} (iv) ligand‐independent transactivation of the AR NTD by alternative pathways involving kinases or cytokines, such as IL‐6;[40](#iju13137-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#iju13137-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} (v) increased adrenal and intratumoral androgen biosynthesis;[42](#iju13137-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#iju13137-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [44](#iju13137-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} and (vi) expression of constitutively active AR‐Vs lacking the LBD.[45](#iju13137-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#iju13137-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#iju13137-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#iju13137-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} Of these mechanisms, AR‐Vs have emerged as a clinically relevant mechanism underlying continued AR transcriptional activities with expression of the variants correlated to poor prognosis.[49](#iju13137-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#iju13137-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} Thus, blockade of AR and its signaling pathway by approaches with novel mechanisms of action remains of high interest in the field of prostate cancer.

![Molecular biology of CRPC. Continued AR transcriptional activity is a major driver of most CRPC. There are several molecular mechanisms proposed to explain the aberrant AR activity despite castrated levels of testosterone. 1: Amplification of the *AR* gene and overexpression of AR protein, which provide hypersensitivity to low levels of androgen. 2: AR gain‐of‐function mutations that allow the AR to be activated by non‐androgenic steroidal ligands, such as glucocorticoids, and convert anti‐androgens into agonists. 3: Overexpression of AR co‐activators that can enhance androgen‐dependent and also promote ligand‐independent AR transcriptional activities. 4: Androgen‐independent AR transactivation through its NTD, such as cytokine IL‐6, that can stimulate AR transcriptional activity in the absence of androgen. 5: Increased adrenal and/or intratumoral androgen biosynthesis, generating a low, but sufficient, level of androgen to support AR transcriptional activity. 6: AR splice variants with truncated LBD, which have the potential to be constitutively active regardless of the presence of androgen.](IJU-23-654-g003){#iju13137-fig-0003}

Current AR targeted therapies for CRPC {#iju13137-sec-0003}
======================================

In the past 10 years, the treatment of CRPC has advanced as a result of a much improved understanding of the molecular mechanism of the disease.[51](#iju13137-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} Although docetaxel plus prednisone chemotherapy was approved by the FDA to treat CRPC in 2004, the prolonged overall survival only lasted 2--3 months.[52](#iju13137-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#iju13137-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} Prednisone is converted in the liver to its active metabolite prednisolone, which is an irreversible agonist for GR, and lesser so on the structurally‐related mineralocorticoid receptor. There was no therapy available to treat post‐docetaxel CRPC patients before 2010.[54](#iju13137-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} In 2010, cabazitaxel, a taxane derivative, was the first post‐docetaxel therapy approved by the FDA to treat metastatic CRPC, as it increased survival for 2.4 months.[13](#iju13137-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Carbazitaxel is also administered with prednisone. Taxane chemotherapy inhibits AR signaling, caused by drug‐induced microtubule stabilization, to suppress nuclear translocation and transcriptional activity of AR.[55](#iju13137-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} The hinge region of AR is important for this activity. One of the AR‐Vs, such as AR^v567es^, which has the hinge region, is sensitive to microtubule stabilization induced by taxanes, whereas AR‐V7, which lacks the hinge region, is unaffected.[56](#iju13137-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} Consistent with these data, AR‐V7 expressing tumor xenografts were resistant to docetaxel whereas AR^v567es^‐expressing xenografts were highly sensitive to docetaxel.[56](#iju13137-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} Thus, AR‐Vs expression might influence sensitivity to taxanes. A retrospective study reported the possibility of cross‐resistance between docetaxel and abiraterone with a lower PSA response rate observed in docetaxel‐treated patients after abiraterone, as high intratumoral androgen and AR overexpression or mutation might contribute to docetaxel resistance.[57](#iju13137-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} Conflicting is the fact that detection of AR‐V7 in CTCs from mCRPC patients is not associated with primary resistance to taxane chemotherapy, and such patients might retain sensitivity to taxanes.[58](#iju13137-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"} A clinical study reported antitumor activity with cabazitaxel treatment after docetaxel and abiraterone or enzalutamide failures, which resulted from the expression of AR‐Vs, which could be inhibited by taxanes.[59](#iju13137-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} Abiraterone‐resistant cells also had impaired efficacy to docetaxel, cabazitaxel and enzalutamide, whereas impaired efficacy of docetaxel, cabazitaxel and abiraterone was observed in enzalutamide‐resistant cells *in vitro*.[60](#iju13137-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}

Abiraterone (Fig. [4](#iju13137-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}) is a small‐molecule inhibitor of CYP17A1, which plays key roles in adrenal and intratumoral de novo biosynthesis of androgens. Recently, a study showed that abiraterone is converted by an enzyme to the more active D4A, which blocks multiple steroidogenic enzymes including CYP17A1, 3βHSD and SRD5A, which are required for DHT synthesis. The potency of abiraterone is increased by conversion to D4A with improved inhibition of tumor growth compared with abiraterone, and this D4A also has AR antagonistic activity comparable with enzalutamide.[61](#iju13137-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"} Abiraterone was approved in 2011 to treat post‐docetaxel mCRPC in combination with prednisone, as it increased survival to 3.9 months based on the COU‐abiraterone‐301 trial.[8](#iju13137-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#iju13137-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"} In 2012, the FDA also approved the use of abiraterone in combination with prednisone as first‐line therapy for patients with metastatic CRPC before chemotherapy, as the COU‐abiraterone‐302 trial later provided evidence to support the benefit of such treatment.[9](#iju13137-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#iju13137-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}

![Chemical structures of drugs used for hormone therapy. Small molecule inhibitors that block the androgen axis through inhibition of CYP17, competitive inhibition of the AR LBD or the AR NTD.](IJU-23-654-g004){#iju13137-fig-0004}

Enzalutamide is a second‐generation anti‐androgen with a similar structure to bicalutamide (Fig. [4](#iju13137-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}), but has a higher affinity for AR LBD. Enzalutamide has an inhibitory effect on AR mutant W741C, which is resistant to bicalutamide.[64](#iju13137-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} Although enzalutamide is stated to inhibit nuclear translocation, confocal micrographs show that enzalutamide causes the majority of AR to become nuclear in the absence of androgens compared with in the absence of enzalutamide.[64](#iju13137-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} In 2012, the FDA approved enzalutamide as an agent to treat post‐docetaxel second‐line mCRPC, based on a AFFIRM trial that showed an improvement in overall survival by 4.8 months.[10](#iju13137-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} A recent PREVAIL trial showed that enzalutamide significantly reduced the risk of radiographic progression and death, and postponed the initiation of chemotherapy in patients with metastatic prostate cancer before chemotherapy.[11](#iju13137-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} As a result, the FDA approved the application of enzalutamide as a first‐line therapy to treat CRPC patients before chemotherapy in 2014. The past 10 years represent a new era in molecular‐targeted drug research and development for CRPC.

Mechanisms of resistance to abiraterone and enzalutamide {#iju13137-sec-0004}
========================================================

Unfortunately, most CRPC patients treated with the next‐generation AR‐targeting therapy, abiraterone or enzalutamide, will eventually develop resistance and succumb to the disease. Here, recent conceivable mechanisms are described below and are shown in Figure [5](#iju13137-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}.

![Conceivable mechanisms of resistance to abiraterone and enzalutamide. There are several molecular mechanisms proposed to explain resistance to abiraterone and enzalutamide: increased intratumoral androgen biosynthesis as a result of upregulation of CYP17 enzymes or a gain‐of‐function mutation (N367T) in 3βHSD1; AR gain‐of‐function mutations that allow the AR to be activated by anti‐androgens; alternative steroid receptors, such as GR or PR activation, to bypass AR; reciprocal feedback regulation of PI3K/Akt/mTOR pathway; neuroendocrine transdifferentiation; and constitutively active AR‐Vs with truncated LBD. Some novel AR‐targeted agents that are in clinical development with potential to overcome resistance are shown.](IJU-23-654-g005){#iju13137-fig-0005}

Increased androgen synthesis {#iju13137-sec-0005}
----------------------------

Resistance to abiraterone in CRPC patients is linked to re‐activation of androgen synthesis in prostate cancer cells. Mostaghel *et al*. detected an increase in enzymes modulating steroid metabolism including CYP17A1 in abiraterone‐treated LuCaP human prostate cancer xenografts.[65](#iju13137-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} Upregulation of CYP17 expression itself in the steroidogenesis pathway is a likely contributor to both CRPC progression and abiraterone resistance. The clinical relevance is supported by analyses of tumor biopsies from CRPC patients after CYP17 inhibitor therapy, which showed markedly elevated intratumoral CYP17 expression.[66](#iju13137-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}

Chang *et al*. reported that DHT can be synthesized from androstanedione instead of testosterone.[67](#iju13137-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"} Abiraterone induces a gain‐of‐function mutation (N367T) in 3βHSD1, which catalyzes the initial rate‐limiting step in conversion of the adrenal‐derived steroid DHEA to DHT, renders the enzyme resistant to ubiquitination and degradation, leading to profound accumulation for DHT synthesis.[67](#iju13137-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}

AR point mutation {#iju13137-sec-0006}
-----------------

Point mutations to the AR in the LBD are implicated in enzalutamide resistance, and it is estimated that 10--30% of CRPC patients have AR mutations.[68](#iju13137-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} Many of these mutations result in gain‐of‐function that confer anti‐androgens to agonists. One example is the F876L mutation in AR LBD that converts enzalutamide into an AR agonist to sustain AR signaling in the presence of enzalutamide.[32](#iju13137-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} The clinical relevance of the AR F876L mutation is shown by the detection of the mutant from progressive CRPC patients failing second‐generation anti‐androgen therapy. The highly structurally‐related investigational drug, apalutamide (Fig. [4](#iju13137-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}; previously known as ARN‐509), also shows agonist properties to the F876L mutation.[69](#iju13137-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} Importantly, AR F876L mutation is sensitive to bicalutamide and hydroxyflutamide.[70](#iju13137-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} Thus, sequencing of anti‐androgens might be beneficial if the mechanism of resistance involves gain‐of‐function AR mutations. CRPC cells commonly express a progesterone‐responsive T877A mutant AR, which is related to abiraterone resistance, and AR activity remains steroid‐dependent and mediated by upstream CYP11A1‐dependent intratumoral pregnenolone/progesterone synthesis.[66](#iju13137-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}

Alternative steroid receptors bypassing AR {#iju13137-sec-0007}
------------------------------------------

Activation of GR has been proposed to confer enzalutamide resistance, because AR and GR cistromes and transcription programs show significant overlap.[71](#iju13137-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"} This suggests that glucocorticoids and GR could retain the AR pathway under androgen‐deprived conditions in CRPC patients. Inhibition of AR activity by enzalutamide causes increases of GR in a subset of prostate cancer cells as a result of relief of AR‐mediated feedback repression of GR expression.[72](#iju13137-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"} Preclinical studies suggest GR inhibition might have therapeutic benefit for enzalutamide‐resistant CRPC.[73](#iju13137-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"} However, as GR overexpression was observed in samples from a small subset of patients who responded poorly to enzalutamide, the clinical significance of GR‐mediated resistance to enzalutamide remains to be validated.[72](#iju13137-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"} Contrary to these data, several clinical trials have shown glucocorticoids to have beneficial activity for patients with mCRPC as a monotherapy;[74](#iju13137-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} and the wide application of prednisone, an irreversible GR agonist, administered with taxanes or abiraterone does not appear to exacerbate the disease.

PR is a steroid hormone receptor that is the most structurally‐related protein to AR in the human proteome. As with GR, it is possible that PR could transcriptionally regulate a subset of AR target genes in prostate cancer. PR expression has been shown in prostate tumor cells in some,[75](#iju13137-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"} but not all, studies.[76](#iju13137-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"} Recently, high PR staining in primary prostate cancer was reported and associated with clinical failure in a large retrospective analysis.[75](#iju13137-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"} Most anti‐androgens are excellent inhibitors of PR because of the high homology of their LBDs.

Reciprocal feedback regulation of PI3K and AR {#iju13137-sec-0008}
---------------------------------------------

The PI3K--Akt--mTOR pathway is a key oncogenic pathway, and is linked to resistance to ADTs in prostate cancer.[77](#iju13137-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"} AR inhibition could lead to upregulation of the PI3K pathway and vice versa, suggesting cross‐regulation. A reciprocal feedback regulation of PI3K and FL‐AR signaling in PTEN‐deficient prostate cancer has been reported.[78](#iju13137-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"} Although the effects of inhibiting PI3K signaling on AR are controversial, co‐targeting the PI3K pathway together with inhibitors of AR is considered a promising approach for the treatment of CRPC.[79](#iju13137-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}, [80](#iju13137-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}

Neuroendocrine transformation {#iju13137-sec-0009}
-----------------------------

mCRPC shows molecular heterogeneity, and some patients might relapse with clinically aggressive disease regardless of AR expression. Markers of neuroendocrine differentiation include chromogranin A or synaptophysin and/or detection of histological features of small‐cell carcinoma, which is an AR‐negative prostate cancer. Currently, it is unclear whether AR‐negative prostate cancers arise from typical AR‐positive adenocarcinomas by a process of transdifferentiation or from AR‐negative neuroendocrine cells present in the normal prostate. Support for transdifferentiation comes from evidence of the presence of AR‐regulated *TMPRSS2--ERG* genomic translocation in AR‐negative small‐cell carcinoma that is similar to that seen in AR‐positive adenocarcinoma.[81](#iju13137-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}, [82](#iju13137-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"} The amount of neuroendocrine differentiation of prostate adenocarcinoma increases with disease progression and in response to ADTs.[83](#iju13137-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}, [84](#iju13137-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"} Recent studies suggest that the placental gene, *PEG10*, is de‐repressed during the adaptive response to AR inhibition, and subsequently highly upregulated in clinical tissue of neuroendocrine prostate cancer. *PEG10* is regulated by AR, and promotes growth and invasion of neuroendocrine prostate cancer cells in the context of RB1 and TP53 loss.[85](#iju13137-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"} Long‐term use of next‐generation AR inhibitors might increase the loss of AR and neuroendocrine differentiation.[86](#iju13137-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}

Cross‐resistance {#iju13137-sec-0010}
----------------

Clinical studies on the efficacy of abiraterone on CRPC patients progressed after enzalutamide treatment reported modest responses and a brief duration of effect.[87](#iju13137-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}, [88](#iju13137-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"} The clinical activity of enzalutamide on CRPC patients progressed after abiraterone treatment was also shown to be limited.[89](#iju13137-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}, [90](#iju13137-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}, [91](#iju13137-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"} These observations suggest cross‐resistance between abiraterone and enzalutamide, which might involve common mechanisms of resistance.

Recent findings that a metabolite of abiraterone, D4A, is also a potent AR antagonist comparable with enzalutamide might provide an explanation for cross‐resistance between enzalutamide and abiraterone.[61](#iju13137-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"} Neuroendocrine differentiation of prostate cancer might also partly explain cross‐resistance.

Constitutively active AR‐Vs {#iju13137-sec-0011}
---------------------------

AR is suspected to play an important role in CRPC[92](#iju13137-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}, [93](#iju13137-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"} with resistance to therapies that target the AR LBD possibly as a result of expression of constitutively active AR‐Vs that lack LBD.[48](#iju13137-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [94](#iju13137-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"} These AR‐Vs are detected in prostate cancer cell lines (e.g. LNCaP95, VCaP and 22Rv1) and in CRPC tissues.[45](#iju13137-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#iju13137-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#iju13137-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} More than 20 AR‐Vs have been reported,[49](#iju13137-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [95](#iju13137-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"} but just two of these are considered to be clinically relevant, AR^v567es^ and AR‐V7, because their levels of expression are correlated to poor survival and CRPC.[49](#iju13137-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} AR^v567es^ is solely expressed in 20% of metastases.[48](#iju13137-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} Enzalutamide resistance is associated with expression of AR‐Vs,[50](#iju13137-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [96](#iju13137-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"} with enzalutamide shown to increase levels of AR‐V7 in prostate cancer cells and xenografts.[94](#iju13137-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"} The molecular adaptations to counter CYP17 inhibition by abiraterone might also involve increased levels of expression of FL‐AR and AR‐Vs.[65](#iju13137-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} Clinical evidence supporting AR‐Vs as a resistance mechanism can be drawn from the detection of AR‐V7 in CTCs of patients treated with abiraterone or enzalutamide that correlated to lower PSA response, shorter progression‐free and overall survival compared with patients without CTCs that were positive for AR‐V7.[97](#iju13137-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"} Importantly, detection of AR‐V7 in CTCs from mCRPC patients is not associated with primary resistance to taxane chemotherapy, and such patients might retain sensitivity to taxanes.[98](#iju13137-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"} Taken together, these findings show that constitutively active AR‐Vs might be a common mechanism of resistance to enzalutamide and abiraterone.

Treatments in development that might overcome current mechanisms of resistance {#iju13137-sec-0012}
==============================================================================

Although abiraterone and enzalutamide have been approved for CRPC patients, these treatments eventually fail by secondary resistance mechanisms. Clinical trials of sequential therapies or combination therapies with distinct mechanisms are currently underway in the hope to provide better efficacy, outcome and prognosis for optimal treatment.[3](#iju13137-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#iju13137-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [99](#iju13137-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"}, [100](#iju13137-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"} Here, some AR targeted agents with novel mechanisms or improved qualities are described below and summarized in Table [1](#iju13137-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Novel AR targeted drugs in clinical trials

  Agents                                               Mechanism                                                                          Advantage                                             Target                                                     Clinical study ID   Phase
  ---------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- ------------------- -------
  Apalutamide (ARN‐509)                                AR antagonist (AR‐LBD)                                                             High affinity, less blood‐brain barrier penetration   Non‐mCRPC patients                                         NCT01946204         3
  ODM‐201 (BAY‐1841788)                                AR antagonist (AR‐LBD)                                                             High affinity, does not cross blood‐brain barrier     High‐risk non‐mCRPC patients                               NCT02200614         3
  Seviteronel (VT‐464)                                 CYP17 inhibitor (17,20‐lyase selective inhibition)                                 Does not need corticosteroid                          CRPC patients progressing on enzalutamide or abiraterone   NCT02445976         2
  CRPC patients                                        NCT02361086                                                                        1/2                                                                                                                                  
  CRPC patients                                        NCT02012920                                                                        1/2                                                                                                                                  
  CRPC patients previously treated with enzalutamide   NCT02130700                                                                        2                                                                                                                                    
  Galeterone                                           CYP17A1 inhibitor (17,20‐lyase selective inhibition), AR antagonist, AR degrader   Does not need corticosteroid                          mCRPC patients positive for AR‐V7                          NCT02438007         3
  CRPC patients                                        NCT01709734                                                                        2                                                                                                                                    
  Niclosamide                                          Proteasome‐dependent AR degrader (inhibit AR‐V7)                                   Enhances response to enzalutamide                     mCRPC patients who are AR‐Vs positive                      NCT02532114         1
  EPI‐506                                              AR antagonist (AR‐NTD, AF‐1)                                                       Targets FL‐AR and AR‐Vs                               mCRPC patients who failed enzalutamide or abiraterone      NCT02606123         1/2

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

Apalutamide (ARN‐509) {#iju13137-sec-0013}
---------------------

Apalutamide is an anti‐androgen with high structural similarity to enzalutamide (Fig. [4](#iju13137-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}), but better affinity for the AR LBD. It is fully antagonistic to AR overexpression and does not induce AR nuclear translocation or DNA binding. Furthermore, ARN‐509 has less blood--brain barrier penetration, at least in preclinical studies, which might reduce seizures that are associated with anti‐androgens binding to the GABA‐A receptor in the brain.[101](#iju13137-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"}, [102](#iju13137-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"} The phase 3 SPARTAN trial is ongoing in patients with non‐mCRPC (NCT01946204). However, the clinical niche for apalutamide is not clearly apparent because of the overlap with enzalutamide in structure, mechanism and pharmacology.

ODM‐201 (BAY‐1841788) {#iju13137-sec-0014}
---------------------

ODM‐201 is an anti‐androgen with superior potency to enzalutamide and apalutamide. To date, all anti‐androgens have a similar chemical scaffold, and each yields gain‐of‐function mutations in AR LBD. Although ODM‐201 antagonizes AR mutants, such as F876L, W741L and T877A, known to mediate resistance to other anti‐androgens because of its chemical similarity (Fig. [4](#iju13137-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}) and mechanism of action with those anti‐androgens, ODM‐201 is also predicted to promote gain‐of‐function mutations in AR LBD.[103](#iju13137-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"} In preclinical models, ODM‐201 does not cross the blood--brain barrier, which should reduce the potential for seizure. ODM‐201 inhibits overexpressed AR, and impairs its nuclear translocation.[104](#iju13137-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"} A phase 3 clinical trial is currently underway in non‐mCRPC (NCT02200614). Currently, it is unclear if this agent will be able to impact disease that is resistant to abiraterone and/or enzalutamide.

Seviteronel (VT‐464) {#iju13137-sec-0015}
--------------------

Seviteronel (Fig. [4](#iju13137-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}) is a CYP17 inhibitor with 17,20‐lyase selectivity. The inhibition of 17,20‐lyase activity is enough to reduce androgen levels, and its preserving of 17α‐hydroxylase activity largely avoids interference with the production of other steroidal hormones.[105](#iju13137-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"} Seviteronel has shown AR‐antagonist activity independent of CYP17 enzyme inhibition, which might extend to mutated forms of AR, such as F876L.[105](#iju13137-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"}, [106](#iju13137-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"} A phase 2 clinical trial is underway in patients with CRPC who have been previously treated with enzalutamide or abiraterone (NCT02445976).

Galeterone {#iju13137-sec-0016}
----------

Galeterone is a unique antihormonal agent. It is a novel CYP17A1 inhibitor, an anti‐androgen and also an AR‐degrading agent.[107](#iju13137-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"} Galeterone selectively and irreversibly inhibits CYP17A1 to prevent intratumoral androgen synthesis similar to structurally‐related abiraterone (Fig. [4](#iju13137-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). However, galeterone only inhibits 17,20‐lyase, whereas abiraterone inhibits both 17,20‐lyase and 17α‐hydroxylase. Inhibition of 17α‐hydroxylase can lead to the overproduction of progesterone and pregnenalone, causing symptoms such as hypokalemia, hypertension and fluid retention, thereby patients require corticosteroid therapy.[62](#iju13137-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"} Galeterone can therefore block androgen synthesis without causing symptoms of secondary mineralocorticoid excess, which means there is no need for concomitant corticosteroid therapy. Galeterone is also a competitive anti‐androgen. *In vitro* studies show galeterone degrades the mutated T878A (also known as T877A) AR, but not wild‐type AR, and impairs AR binding to chromatin.[108](#iju13137-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"} There are some discrepancies in the literature that challenge the ability of galeterone to degrade AR‐V7.[107](#iju13137-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}, [108](#iju13137-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"} Endogenous AR‐V7 in 22Rv1 cells is not affected by galeterone.[108](#iju13137-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"} However, the phase 2 ARMOR2 trial (NCT01709734) showed that galeterone might still be effective in the treatment of CRPC that is positive for AR‐Vs.[109](#iju13137-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"} A randomized phase 3 trial (ARMOR3‐SV) is now underway to compare galeterone and enzalutamide in abiraterone or enzalutamide treatment‐naive mCRPC patients with AR‐V7‐positive CTCs (NCT02438007).

Niclosamide {#iju13137-sec-0017}
-----------

Niclosamide is an anthelmintic, also used as a piscicide, that was recently found to inhibit AR‐V7 through a proteasome‐dependent mechanism of degrading it.[110](#iju13137-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"} Niclosamide inhibits prostate cancer cell growth *in vitro* and tumor growth *in vivo*. Importantly, the combination of niclosamide and enzalutamide causes significant inhibition of enzalutamide‐resistant tumor growth, suggesting that niclosamide enhances enzalutamide therapy.[110](#iju13137-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"} Niclosamide is currently in phase 1 clinical trials as a therapeutic together with enzalutamide for AR‐V‐positive mCRPC patients (NCT02532114).

EPI‐506 {#iju13137-sec-0018}
-------

Most investigational drugs in clinical trials still target the AR LBD either directly or indirectly, and do not directly inhibit (bind) AR‐Vs that are associated with resistance. An inhibitor to AR NTD would have efficacy against both FL‐AR and AR‐Vs, because the AF‐1 region within this domain is essential for transcriptional activity.[24](#iju13137-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [111](#iju13137-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"}, [112](#iju13137-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"} EPI‐001 and its analogs (EPI compounds) directly interact with AF‐1 to inhibit the transcriptional activity of all AR species.[111](#iju13137-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"}, [112](#iju13137-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"} This inhibition is achieved by EPI blocking necessary protein--protein interactions required for transcription.[111](#iju13137-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"}, [112](#iju13137-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}, [113](#iju13137-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"} EPI compounds are the first small molecules known to bind to the NTD of any steroid receptor. As predicted for an AF‐1 inhibitor, EPI significantly reduces the growth of LNCaP xenografts, CRPC xenografts that express AR‐Vs, such as VCaP and LNCaP95 xenografts, and causes atrophy of androgen‐dependent benign tissue in mature male mice.[80](#iju13137-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}, [111](#iju13137-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"}, [112](#iju13137-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"} An analog of EPI compound, EPI‐506, is currently in phase 1/2 clinical trials in the USA and Canada for CRPC patients that have failed abiraterone and/or enzalutamide (NCT02606123).[114](#iju13137-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}

Advantages of AR NTD inhibitors {#iju13137-sec-0019}
===============================

To date, all hormonal therapies in the clinic target AR LBD directly or indirectly. Unfortunately, all of these therapies eventually fail by mechanisms that might involve constitutively active AR‐Vs, breakthrough of androgen/steroid blockade, increased expression of AR and coactivators, and gain‐of‐function mutations in the LBD. EPI‐506 has just entered clinical testing, so there are no long‐term studies. However, it is predicted that EPI‐506 will not likely cause a resistance mechanism involving gain‐of function point mutations in the AR NTD where it binds, because this domain is intrinsically disordered.[115](#iju13137-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"} Thus, point mutations will unlikely have a large impact on the structure of this domain. Importantly, resistance of current therapies is considered to involve transcriptionally active AR species. The strong rationale for blocking the AR NTD or more precisely, AF‐1, within this domain is because functional AF‐1 is essential for transcriptional activity mediated through protein--protein interactions. Thus, AR NTD inhibitors should block the activities of all AR species regardless of androgen, other steroids and agonistic gain‐of‐function mutations in the LBD, which anti‐androgens cannot achieve. Consequently, the advantages of EPI, an NTD inhibitor include: (i) it does not cause nuclear translocation of the AR in the absence of ligands unlike anti‐androgens, including enzalutamide; (ii) it does not cause the AR to bind AREs; (iii) it inhibits protein--protein interactions that are necessary for transcription, such as CREB‐binding protein, RAP‐74 and N/C interactions; and (iv) it is the only known direct inhibitor of all AR species, including constitutively active AR‐Vs.[24](#iju13137-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [115](#iju13137-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"}

Future directions (indicators of treatment response) {#iju13137-sec-0020}
====================================================

Tumor heterogeneity is defined in both space and time with anatomically distinct regions of the same primary tumor and their respective metastases showing clear differences in genomic architecture.[116](#iju13137-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"}, [117](#iju13137-bib-0117){ref-type="ref"}, [118](#iju13137-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"} A single patient with mCRPC can have many lesions throughout the body and skeleton, and each tumor can have differing levels of expression of AR.[119](#iju13137-bib-0119){ref-type="ref"} Biopsy of all metastatic tumors in a patient to determine AR species is not feasible, and is complicated because of the bone being the dominant site of metastases. The biology of the metastases might also differ from the primary tumor. Thus, it is essential to develop non‐invasive approaches to detect the expression of all AR species for the molecular classification of tumors based on the level and extent of expression of AR‐Vs to identify patients with potentially aggressive disease and poor prognosis, or to identify patients that will not respond to ADTs that target the AR LBD.[49](#iju13137-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} Currently, the optimal choice of therapeutic options such as sequencing and/or combinations remains unclear, and might be based on patient risk factors and preferences, as well as individualized treatment goals.[120](#iju13137-bib-0120){ref-type="ref"}, [121](#iju13137-bib-0121){ref-type="ref"} Although the relevance of heterogeneity in personalized medicine is yet to be defined, more comprehensive methods of overall tumor content are required for optimal therapy selection.[117](#iju13137-bib-0117){ref-type="ref"}

Liquid biopsy {#iju13137-sec-0021}
-------------

In clinical samples, AR‐Vs are detected at the mRNA level based on reports that AR‐Vs are predominantly generated by a splicing event, with no clinical evidence to date that supports genomic rearrangement to contribute substantially to the generation of these variants. This means that approaches using circulating tumor‐derived cell‐free DNA will miss the bulk of these AR‐Vs, and instead approaches that ensure integrity of the RNA are required. CTCs provide easy access for cancer characterization, and are considered a sample of the entire pool of metastases. The detection of CTCs can be carried out by several approaches, such as CellSearch, AdnaGen, EpicSciences and a geometrically‐enhanced differential immunocapture‐based method GEDI,[122](#iju13137-bib-0122){ref-type="ref"} or commonly achieved by immunostaining, microscopy or by polymerase chain reaction‐based methods for epithelial‐specific proteins or mRNA species.[123](#iju13137-bib-0123){ref-type="ref"}, [124](#iju13137-bib-0124){ref-type="ref"} Kits for the isolation of CTCs and analysis of RNA are commercially available from AdnaGen. CTCs are theorized to contribute to metastatic progression,[125](#iju13137-bib-0125){ref-type="ref"} and the number of CTCs are an indicator of poor prognosis.[126](#iju13137-bib-0126){ref-type="ref"} Detection of AR‐V7 mRNA in CTCs is a strong indicator of resistance to both abiraterone and enzalutamide, and is a treatment‐selection marker in mCRPC.[97](#iju13137-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"}, [98](#iju13137-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"} CTCs might enhance cancer diagnosis and prognosis, and thus show the resistance and sensitivity profile of prostate cancer. However, to date, CTC studies that have applied multiple DNA, RNA, and protein‐based assays have shown limited reproducibility, sensitivity and specificity for detecting or isolating pure CTCs. Importantly, the predictive value of the assay is limited to patients with detectable CTCs. It is also important to note that the majority of methods for isolation of CTCs and detection rely on the presence of a surface antigen, such as HER2, EPCAM or CD45, and might not capture the entire CTC population.

Molecular imaging {#iju13137-sec-0022}
-----------------

New imaging modalities, such as PET‐based or single‐photon emission computed tomography‐based technologies, providing molecular events from the spatiotemporal dimension could be useful to elucidate the intracellular signaling pathways both in the tumor as well as in the surrounding tissues.[127](#iju13137-bib-0127){ref-type="ref"} Molecular imaging provides a method to detect metastases, but also could provide biological information about the lesion.[127](#iju13137-bib-0127){ref-type="ref"} Several targets have been identified, such as FL‐AR,[128](#iju13137-bib-0128){ref-type="ref"}, [129](#iju13137-bib-0129){ref-type="ref"}, [130](#iju13137-bib-0130){ref-type="ref"}, [131](#iju13137-bib-0131){ref-type="ref"}, [132](#iju13137-bib-0132){ref-type="ref"} prostate‐specific membrane antigen,[133](#iju13137-bib-0133){ref-type="ref"}, [134](#iju13137-bib-0134){ref-type="ref"}, [135](#iju13137-bib-0135){ref-type="ref"}, [136](#iju13137-bib-0136){ref-type="ref"} PSA[137](#iju13137-bib-0137){ref-type="ref"} or prostate stem cell antigen,[138](#iju13137-bib-0138){ref-type="ref"}, [139](#iju13137-bib-0139){ref-type="ref"} for direct‐molecular imaging. For example, ^18^F‐FDHT can be used to study the FL‐AR status of tumors.[128](#iju13137-bib-0128){ref-type="ref"} In metastatic CRPC patients, the numbers of bone lesions on CT, FDG PET and ^18^F‐FDHT PET, as well as the intensity of ^18^F‐FDHT uptake, are significantly associated with overall survival.[130](#iju13137-bib-0130){ref-type="ref"} PET imaging with ^18^F‐DCFBC, a small‐molecule prostate‐specific membrane antigen‐targeted radiotracer, detected more lesions than conventional imaging modalities in patients with metastatic prostate cancer.[136](#iju13137-bib-0136){ref-type="ref"} Molecular classification of tumors based on the level and extent of expression of AR‐Vs might identify patients that will not respond to abiraterone, anti‐androgens or other approaches that target the AR LBD. Molecular imaging agents that can detect AR‐Vs could be used to follow AR‐related molecular events directly during drug therapy, and to determine therapeutic effectiveness. Proof‐of‐concept was provided by radioactive iodine EPI compound (^123^I‐EPI) that specifically binds to the AR NTD, and was able to detect both FL‐AR and AR‐Vs. The clinical application for such an imaging compound includes that it could provide direct visualization of AR‐driven cancer in individual lesions in a heterogeneous disease to enhance the clinical assessment of advanced prostate cancer.[140](#iju13137-bib-0140){ref-type="ref"} By using sequential imaging, a discordant distribution or discordant level of uptake between ^18^F‐FDHT and a radiolabeled AR NTD imaging agent would show the presence of AR‐Vs. An AR NTD‐targeted molecular imaging probe, such as ^123^I‐EPI, might be useful for selecting patients for subsequent anti‐androgen or taxane therapies, monitor treatment response and provide insight into the role of all AR species in resistance mechanisms.

Conclusions {#iju13137-sec-0023}
===========

There have been improvements in the therapeutic landscape of CRPC with new agents approved and elucidation of the mechanisms of resistance. Persuasive evidence supports that constitutively active AR‐Vs are an aspect of AR‐related resistant mechanisms underlying CRPC. In the near future, with indicators of treatment response, ongoing research and trials will optimize the sequencing or combination use of currently available AR‐targeted therapies, and further facilitate the emergence of new treatments with the potential to overcome resistance mechanisms in this incurable disease.
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